
  

HOW TO DO LETPAINTING
 FOR PARTICLE THERAPY?

Patient plan with contoured PTV and FMISO 
activity levels. 0.68x0.68x5mm voxels. Single 
field protons for PTV. Single field C-12 for 
subvolumina LET boost.
 Dicompyler + PyTRiP plugin for Voxelplan 

export
● TRiP for proton and C-12 optimization
● PyTRiP for processing, subtraction + fusing 
dose plans and dose-averaged LET maps.

Motivation: 
Overcoming hypoxia by reducing the OER with high-LET irradiation.
Achieving LET painting of hypoxic regions while keeping a flat dose.
 

Achievements:
Proposed method for “LET painting” using carbon ions and protons.
Preserving a homogeneous dose distribution in the target.
Sub-volumes in target can potentially reach LET of 100 – 140 keV/µm
High-LET sub-volumes can have a macroscopic size.  
 

Work in progress:
Comparing dose painting, LET painting, and dose and LET painting in 
clinical dose planning on patient CTs with hypoxic regions.
Developing methods for multi-modal biological dose calculations.
Extending TRiP98 to ions heavier than carbon with higher LET.
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EXAMPLE ON A PATIENT PLANEXAMPLE ON A PATIENT PLAN

Mean LET in optimized sub-volumes: 100-140 keV/µm of theoretical 
plan. Real plan is lower, which is attributed to the larger voxel sizes 
which tend to dillute LET.
 

Size and location of high-LET sub-volumes:
They can be placed at any position inside the target and their size 
can be similar to the target volume: 1-2 cm along beam axis and 
perpendicular to beam it is only limited by the field extensions.
 

Physical and biological dose:
LET optimization may lead to higher dose levels outside the target. 
However, the high LET leads to an increased relative biological 
effectiveness (RBE) which, in turn, drastically reduces the physical 
dose of the high-LET radiation. The presented results are obtained 
with physical dose optimization only due to current technical 
limitations of TRiP98 in the case of mixed-modality irradiation. 
 

Clinical potential of dose and LET painting techniques:
Different OER-driven optimization techniques should be compared 
in a more clinical oriented situation using patient CTs with 
identified hypoxic regions. TCP and NTCP models can give a 
quantitative estimate which technique is clinically most promising.
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Tumor hypoxia is one of the limiting factors in obtaining tumor 
control in radiotherapy. The radiation resistivity of cells in the 
absence of oxygen, the oxygen enhancement ratio (OER), can 
be parametrically described as a function of oxygen 
concentration and linear energy transfer (LET). 

In order to overcome hypoxia, OER-driven optimization schemes 
can be proposed: (i) higher dose proportional to the OER can be 
applied (dose painting), (ii) high-LET irradiation can be used to 
decrease the OER (LET painting), and (iii) dose and LET 
painting can be combined.

Here, we propose a method how to achieve LET painting, that 
is, obtaining sub-volumes with high-LET (>100 keV/µm) while 
keeping a homogeneous target dose.
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High-LET carbon irradiation of sub-volumes (3 spheres)

Irradiation of remaining dose with protons

Superposition of carbon and ion irradiation

DOSE (ppt) LET (keV/µm)

PTV + FMISO contours

Top figure: PTV target 
dose for protons.
Bottom: C-12 target dose 
for higher LET.

Dose+LET painting

Top: Dose map
Bottom: LET map, 
max LET 39 keV/µm

LET painting

Top: Dose map
Bottom: LET map
max LET: 58 keV/µm
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